Supporting Cast

Because style starts long before you step out the door.
Coexist Standing Mirror, Slash Objects

Coexist’s beauty lies in its simplicity. Two elements—glass and Nero Marquina marble—come together seamlessly, allowing their clean lines to deliver maximum impact. The mirror can be lifted from the stone base and leaned against a wall, should you wish to vary your options. $12,295

Artic Wardrobe, Orior

Even when you have a walk-in closet, an armoire offers easy access to the handful of shirts and pants that you reach for most often. This one from Orior looks a bit like a portal to another world. The doors are made of blackened steel, the legs are marble, and the brass handles are wrapped in leather. The pop of color you get from the drawers is worth every cent. From $30,000

Wooden Suit Hanger, Kirby Allison

Hangers should never be an afterthought, as they’re a key component in maintaining a jacket’s lifespan. Kirby Allisons mimic the shoulders’ natural contours, supporting the individual garment and preventing it from wearing out over time. The lower bar is felted so that pants won’t fall off or crease when hung. Best of all, they look great—each hanger is available in birchwood, maple or beechwood, with either brass or chrome hardware options. From $30

Gyrowinder, Döttling

Most watch winders resemble neat boxes or big safes. Döttling follows neither brief, opting for a design that looks like some sort of Star Trek style interplanetary communications device. The crystal houses a mechanic that rotates your timepiece in all directions, emulating the natural movements of one’s wrist. Now you can display your favorite piece whether you’re wearing it or not. $27,000

Classical Valet Stand, Honorific London

This impeccable valet resembles a piece of midcentury modern furniture. Carved from a single block of American black walnut by British craftsmen, it is designed to breathe life into your tailoring, allowing the material to air after wearing. The refined brass elements can be polished and patinated to order or swapped out for stainless steel. For those who want further customization, the metal plate at the top can be engraved—or an entirely custom design can be created if you have specific needs you wish to address. From about $4,000/Helena Madden